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Don't panic., bring a towel
A Republican's guide to the new political galaxy
'

by kimberley allen
kim.allen@student.utdallas.edu

November's elections are sure to be
the downfall of humanity and all decent,
American values. The Democrats are in
the majority, a sure sign that America is
a godless nation. Karl Rove, the meticulous strategist often called "Bush's brain,"
was wrong about the Republican Party's
chances at the polls (oh noes). Donald
Rumsfeld, that unchanging (read: stubborn) pillar of strength, has resigned as
Secretary of Defense. Nancy Pelosi has
been elected to Speaker of the House;
no doubt her "San Francisco values" will
soon inva~e Congress and destroy us all.
And, tragedy of all tragedies, a rare stamp
has been sealed in a ballot box and cannot be retrieved until September, 2008.
In a single week, the entfre political and
stamp-collecting climate in America has
been drastically altered.
The world is doomed; the stamp. is
doomed; we're all doomed.
Before stocking up on Vienna sausages
in preparation for the end times, stop and
examine the effects of November 7. Yes,
the Democrats have the majority, but it's
not an overwhelming majority. With both
parties holding 49 Senate seats apiece, the
balance of power has not gone to either
side. So far, both parties have been passing the peace pipe back and forth, promising to "work together" across party lines
to create this utopian era of bipartisan cooperation. It's true: the Republicans just
want everyone to get along ... after Bush
pushes through a few more bills (such as
wiretapping international phone calls)
before the Dems take over. Mter that, it's
all smiles and handshakes.
Rumsfeld is gone, but that will prove
to be a good thing. Kenneth Adelman,
who served on Rumsfeld's Defense Policy

Board, told the New Yorker that Rumsfeld
refused to listen to negative criticism of
the war in Iraq. Rumsfeld liked to surround himselfwith a bubble ofwarm, positive people. Take into consideration that
President Bush has openly stated that he
does not read the newspapers (he fold Fox
News he "[glances] at the headlines, just
to get kind of a flavor") and instead listens to advice from people like Rumsfeld
(since, as Bush said, the "most objective"
sources for news are his staff). If he th~nks
Rumsfeld is objective, it's not a surprise
that Bush is either misinformed, or clueless, as to wha~'s going on ,it} the U.S.
.
Rumsfeld's' · prol'osed replacement,
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Robert M. Gates, has received little criticism thus far and appears to be perfecdy
suitable for the job. By all accounts, he is
a level-headed, intelligent non-partisan
who is known for being uncontroversial and impeccably professional. While
Rumsfeld is ideological and stubborn,
Gates subscribes to no particular ideology
and has even criticized the war in Iraq.lt's
possible that Gates' perspective could set
much-needed improvements into motion,
which can't be all bad.
What is bad, however, is the timing.
Had Bush read the papers inste.ad of relying on Karl Rove's predictions, he would
have seen that his Republican base needed
the slightest glimmer of hope that things
could change. Dismissing Rumsfeld prior
to the elections would have been the sign
for which map.y Americans were waiting.
And, since there have been talks of replac-

ing Rumsfeld si':lce the end of summer,
it's a wonder that: j_J: wasn't done sooner.
The lack of ~ible progress prompted
Americans, accqtding to Pelosi, to prove
that they want a new direction in Iraq. Although, Bush say's that Americans are still
committed to winning the war in Iraq. As
Washington Post writer ~Ptael Grunwald
said, they're both right: winning the war
in Iraq would be a new direction.
Which brings me to Nancy Pelosi,
slated to become tqc; most powerful
woman in America :artd, as Speaker of
the House, third in line to the American
presidency (all the mQiicir~ason
~hy Bush
'·'L
and Cheney shouldn't travel- tOgether);
Admittedly, her liberal values are less
than palatable to the average American,
and I certainly don't agree with many of
her views.
But if every cloud has a silver lining,
I hope that she does, too. She rejected a ·
bill that sought to end secret pork spending because the bill was not strict enough. ' ·
She works hard for the poor and disabled
and, like any good Democrat, believes
in "economic fairness" for the huddled
masses. In a surprising move, she even endorsed John Murtha (D-Pa.) to become ·
the House majority leader, which the
Washington Post attributes to her sense of
loyalty, although I'm not convinced that
there is such a thing as pure altruism in
politics.
Regardless of Pelosi's leftist views, she
won the election. So did several Democrats, and there's little sense in panicking
over what can no longer be helped. Very
few things short of nuclear war will hearken the end of the world, and this election may prove to be the positive change
Washington needs. All things considered,
it could be worse: Vice President Cheney
could have invited you to a post-election
· hunting trip. •
I'
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Politicalpundit Kimherley Allen li~es to surround
herself with a bubble of warm, positive people.
Discuss this article at am.tJ. utdalku.edu!

Pelosi, the "Wicked Witch of the West," declining
invitation to hunting trip with Cheney.
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ar on Terro~r
How the Israeli-Lebanese conflict leaves everyone at a loss

by marco mavromaras
mxm047000@utdallas.com

The U.S. War on Terror is in its fifth year. It has
defined our politics, economy and society itself. Israel's
war on terror is in its 58th year. There is no better source
for understanding what terror is, what its implications
are and how can it be successfully fought than Israel.
The analysis of Hamas and Hezbollah, and the different approaches Israel has taken toward each, offers us
invaluable insights to the War on Terror against Al~eda.

convicted terrorists from Israeli prisons, decided to go
to war. Terrorists infiltrated Israel, kidnapping two Isradi soldiers while Katyusha rockets were simultaneously fired into Israd. Hezbollah daims that initially
the rockets were aimed exclusively at military targets,
but soon fired hundreds daily at apartment buildings,
public transportation depots and civilian hospitals. The
Israeli Defense Force (IDF) witnessed 100% call-up
of its reserves, a good indicator that the Israeli people
supported a military response to Hezbollah's casus belli.
The Katyusha rockets were deliberately stored and fired
from highly populated civilian areas. Militarily, this
tactic approached genius as it imposed a catch-22 on
the Israelis whereby, in order to defend themselves, they
would have to risk collateral damage to Lebanese civilians. Morally and ethically, the use of women and chil- .
dren as human shields is unjustifiable, even from a holy
or religious perspective.
But the tactics worked brilliandy, and though He-=
zbollah suffered enormous casualties from the bomb:
ing campaign, civilian casualties, as in all conflicts, were
infticted. In order to minimize collateral damage to
Lebanese civilians, the IDF initiated a land campaign
so that they could identifY and kill Hezbollah fighters
face to face. The IDF even went s~ far as to drop leaf-

lets on the areas where the rockets were kept, expressly
stating their intentions to bomb, so that innocent civilians could escape. Throughout the conflict, the IDF did
everything possible to avoid civilian casualties whereas
Hezbollah did everything possible to inflict them.
While Hamas and Hezbollah openly embrace murder, both organizations are highly accomplished generators of propaganda. Hezbollah was simultaneously
able to commit murder and to appeal to foreign sensibilities, turning them against the IDF, by claiming
that Hezbollah's actions were in self-defense. False but
widely distributed reports, such as the alleged Israeli
attack on two Red Cross ambulances, proved to be a
greater weapon in Hezbollah's arsenal than the Katyusha rockets.
Though the first pre-requisite of support at home
had been fulfilled, foreign support lagged.
The question of collateral damage resulted in significant foreign pressure, and the conflict ended with
multiple effects. The release of the Israeli hostages was
not secured. Hezbollah would claim victory though it
suffered a loss of 25% of its forces. The ceasefire and
pullout was overseen under the auspices of an uncertain
international security force. This security force has no~
been deployed along the Lebanon-Syria border, though;

Though terrorists, and their apologists, spout rhetoric
to the contrary, they necessarily have no values: moral
code, ethics or virtue. They have no concept of innocence, and they are the quintessential cowards, hiding
behind women and children as they wage wars that they
deem righteous and brave. Terrorists are keenly aware
that the people against whom they wage war are bound
by different values, such as freedom, tolerance and
equality. The effectiveness of terrorism is in no way due
to the military force it wields against lllQdern armies.
It has everything to do with the psychological effects
it has on civilian populations. Terror ruins economies;
it snuffs foreign investment and suffocates tourism; it
causes internal rifts in societies who, bound by ethics
and morality, struggle to justifY an effective response to ·
terror. Though there are textbook tactics to inflict terror,
there are no straightforward tactics to respond to it. But
there are two pre-requisites to fighting it: majority support at home and foreign support.
Hamas is the current majority party in the Palestinian National Authority. Since their alleged,turn to politics, though, they have expanded their terrorist activities
against the Israeli people, and even inflicted it on their
fellow Palestinians.-Officially, Hamas rejects "peaceful
solutions and international conferences" and maintains
that "there is no solution except through Jihad." Hezbollah is the de facto authority of a state-within-a-state
in southern Lebanon. Both Oiganizations desire the destruction of the State of Israel, and both organizations
have decided to use violence and terror as the means
to this end. Oddly, the United Nations does not have a
definition for terrorism. In Is.rael, terrorism by Hamas
and Hezbollah is seen as a tactic, a strategy, of war.
Historically, terrorism has been a highly effective
means of fighting a militarily superior enemy. In July_ An ambulatnce arrives on the scene after a Katyusha-style rocket slams into a northern Israeli city.
2006, Hezbollah, in the name of freeing admitted and Photo courtesy of Spiegel Online.
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thereby allowing the re-armament of Hezbollah to
date. A significant amount of Lebanese infrastructure
appropriated by Hezbollah would be destroyed. Hamas
j · ~~d emulate H~zbolla_h ~sin~ ~ss~ rockets against
civilian targets. Some hUman nghts groups condemned
Israel of"dispto}l9rtionate response,* and even claimed
that if terrorists shelter themselves in a mosque, church
or any civilian area, they should be out of bounds of
attack.
Criticism of Israeli humanitarianism is almost
~ughable. To condemn an attack on terrorists hiding in
a mosque or any other building is to issue an open invitation to every terrorist in the world to seize such buildings.Though the IDF is the only military institution in
history to be held to the 'standard of proportionality,'
it has practiced it well. Proportionality is not a measure of force in retaliation to the force of one specific
isolated attack, but to the greater threat that you face.
Fifteen thousand Katyusha rockets pointed at Israeli
~vilians comprised a composite threat answerable to
more force than what the IDF imposed. The ultimate
testament to Israeli humanitarianism, though, 'is Israel's
Supreme Court, which is open to both Israelis and Palestinians alike. It has exercised constant vigil over the
IDF and imposed restraint on its use of force. When
the IDF claimed the right to use 'moderate physical
\ pressure' against apprehended· terrorists, the Supreme
Court called it torture and overthrew it. During the
first Gulf War, besides the 40 Scud missiles Saddam
Hussein launched against Israel, he threatened to use
chemical agents as well. The Israeli government decided that Palestinian areas were not likely to be attacked
so they did not plan to provide Palestinians with gas
masks. The Supreme Court overturned this and forced
them to do so.
One of the most effective tools Israel possesses
against preventing terrorist attacks is intelli~nce.
When information of a Hamas suicide bombing, or
other such attacks, is received, total closure of Palestin-.
ian territory has been imposed. The price of this is tremendous hardship on the people in these territories and
the fostering of more hatred against Israel. So should
the attacks be allowed? Of course not. What if it was
in your power to stop terrorists by killing them before
they can kill innocent civilians? This is contrary to the
principles of humanitarian law. Israel's solution was to
construct a security barrier to enforce immunity against
attack. An expensive, ugly and internationally unpopular fence has been built by the Israelis. The fence cuts
through agricultural land and has mad~ co-existence
difficult since it was built. Internationally, the fence
has not been welcomed. It may look bad; however, the
last suicide bombing was months ago. It has protect~d
Israeli citizens from murder, and that has justified its
construction. The Israeli government has funded buses,
rebuilt medical facilities and provided special gates for
agricultural use by Palestinian farmers to alleviate the
secondary difficulties it has caused.
In January 2006, Hamas took control of the Palestinian Authority, and there was hope in Israel that they
would be too pre-occupied with the responsibilites of
governance to inflict terror. As a gesture towards lasting
peace, Israel unilaterally, without demanding recompense, ended its occupation of the Gaza Strip and forcibly removed the Israelis living there. But since Hamas
has come to power, Fauda .(anarchy) has ensued, and

I

I
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IDF soldiers perform humanitarian aid in northern Israel and Lebanon. Pho~ _courtesy

many Palestinians have been killed. ~ssam rocket attacks, kidnappings and bombings against both Israelis
and Palestinians by Hamas have continued unabated.
Despite its prime position to negotiate peaceful solutions, Hamas continues to opt for terror over peace, as
stipulated by its creed.
It is imperative that a stable, independent, democratic Palestinian state arises, but it is crucial that it arises
democratically and that it rejects terror as a political
tactic. Organizations like Hamas have fostered a culture
of victimization and martyrdom. They preach no alternative means by which to create a Palestinian State than
suicide and death.1hey teach that there can be no negotiation and that Israel must necessarily be destroyed.
There can only be hope fur peace when Hamas cares
more about Palestinian children than it does about killing Israeli children. For Hamas to be a legitimate political figure internationally and domestically, they need to
reject terror, recognize peace agreements and recognize
Israel's right to exist.
On November 8, 2006, Hamas spokesmen appealed
to Muslims around the world to attack American targets
while other Hamas spokesmen claimed that Hamas has
no intention of doing so itself Similarly to Hezbollah,
the modus operandi ofHamas is to attack, suffer severe
retaliation and then play the victim game. The objective of these organizations is to kill as many innocent
people as possible, in the most towardly way possible,
to achieve the destruction oflsrael.
For Israeli soldiers, victory is always illusory, and the
fight is terrifying for them from a different perspective. If they lose the fight against organizations like
Hamas and Hezbollah, more innocent Israeli civilians

of spectator.co.nz

will be murdered. But in trying to kill terrorists, they
may inadvertently kill civilians. For soldiers who live in
the shadow of the Holocaust, victory could be worse
than defeat.
A1 ~eda, Hamas, Hezbollah and their apologists
reject negotiation, rational dialogue and reason. They
preach murder, calling it righteousness, and that is what
terrifies our society. The Israeli people live under constant threat of terror at the hands of people who, given
the opportunity, would eradicate them. Despite the numerous invasions, innumerable murders and constant
terror that Israeli people have suffered, Israel remains
a bastion of humanitarianism and democracy. Israel's
example is to attack when attacked while still attempting non-violent solutions, though they may be costly,
difficult and unpopular. The pullout of the IDF from
Lebanon and Gaza, and the construction of a fence to
keep out suicide bombers, were such solutions.
In the War on Terror, it is crucial to fight; it is crucial
to win. We can give no quarter to those who will not
negotiate and who celebrate murder; however, we cannot sacrifice our values to those who have none. With
the same resolution as the Israeli people, we must resist
terrorists and refuse to yield to them. Though our tools
are limited in the War on Terror, like Israel, our greatest assets are our values. Ariel Sharon put it succinctly:
"Democracies fight with one hand tied behind their
back, and that is why they have the upper hand." •
Marco Ma'IJTYJmaras is a Gr~~k citizen and a Christian,
and is the Presidmt of"Frimds oflsra~l at UTD. •
Upon hearing bluegrass mi/Sie, he JjJtmttmeously comhusts.
Disaw Ibis llrlide Ill flmi·•"'"'P••.q/N!
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When NEGATIVE is Negative
To engage and attract voters, campaigns must stop the slime and encourage civil discourse
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by benedict voit
jry031()()()@utdallas.edu

become the GOP 72-hour plan. The weekend before
the election - 72 hours on Saturday, Sunday, and
Monday- volunteers barrage potential voters with
any and all possibilities. Emails, mail mails, door-tod(Jbt, sign waving, sign postings, and, of course, the
dreaded phone call are all fair game. ·
Each ·has a succinct message, and supposedly
gives you a reason to vote for the said candidate. The
problem is that like a 30-second television commercial
there simply isn't enough time to explain the values

that a group can direcdy contribute to a candidate.
However, the result has been the exploitation of a
loophole in section 527, which allows unlimited
contributions to interest groups. Now, groups can do
the bidding of a candidate, without the candidate
taking ownership. Instead of stemming the role
of money in politics, money has now become less
accountable than ever before. With more money
comes more advertisements (online as well), and when
you throw in the Republican 72 hour plan, the hand
of slander seems to have no bounds.
In a sense, the current policies are
attempting to "scare" us into voting by
showing constant negative images of the
opponent.

"Vou can't go into politics. You arc too good
.l of a person. "That was the response I got
over the summer when I mentioned an
interest in running for office one day.
Has 'politics' turned into something so
negative that considering a life of public
service is now treated with skepticism?
Absolutely. Political aspirations are
his brings us to "Monsters, Inc." (it
frowned upon outside the political world.
.
wasn't just a cool B.ick).The movie
It's too mean, too nasty, too demeaning.
centers on an alien power plant in which
Worse, it no longer remains onJr .
the hired monsters scare children to create
within the political realm. Now, to'gef
into that life, you have to put yourself,
harvestable energy. Competition ensues
between workers, but a major hitch occurs
your family, your past, your very
when the plant is accidentally infiltrated
being into the spotlight of scrutiny. A
by a human child.
candidate must be prepared to be slimed
and smeared and misrepresented. Instead
Lo and behold, our hero, Sutley,
becomes attached to the child, and
of working on a message of how best
discovers that the amount of harvestable
to make a positive difference, they must
. energy from a child increases 10 fold if
work on how best to dodge the hostile
they are laughing rather than screaming.
message that will inevitably come their ·
A solid, family-friendly story. Yet the
way.
All of this has created today's partisan,
message has value. Both parties have stuck ,
bickering political society.
by negative advertising because it has
succeeded. .However, both parties fail in
John Ellis s~med it up well in his
their assumption that because it works, it
November 8"' article from the Wall Street
is the best.
journal Online: "Politicians spend S1
The Republicans have now returned to
billion to convince you that politicians
are no good."
the minority. They have two years to figure
Mter this election season, most of the
out what went wrong. After returning
country would probably say, "Give the
the party to its roots, the key will be
Sulley and Mike find out that laughing provides much more energy than screaming.
billion dollars back- we didn't need
determining how to best sell this message
Can the same tactics be used to change politics from the negative to the positive~
convincing."
,
to the American people.
Unless campaigns shape up and grow up, 'politics'
of a policy. 30 seconds is, however, enough time to
My bet is, if the candidates are honest and open,
will never lose its evil connotation. Is it any surprise
destroy an opponent's name and character.
if they refuse to engage in the negative (even when
it's easier to do otherwise), and if they talk about the
that it is hard to find that 'perfect' candidate? Anyone
·. Trash, incompetent, liar, false,.misleading,
mud-loving, criminal, insensitive, corrupt ... These
actual issues rather than scandals or misconstrued
who has led the ideal life is probably smart enough to
adjectives merely begin the list of those used in TV
votes, they might get some positive feedback from
stay out of politics.
advertisements this election season. They're easy to
the electorate. And in that world where positive is
The questions we face become: How did this come
positive, there will exist both a happy electorate and a
about? And, what can we do to reverse this negativity,
remember, and they easily catch an eye.
This tactic isn't novel. But it has·changed with the
both in campaigns, and political perceptions?
victorious candidate. •
implementation of campaign finance laws and the
he Republican party, lost in the political
introduction of the 72-hour campaign.
After being thuroughly slimed and smeared himse!f,
wilderness for many years, had time to
Campaign Finance law, the heralded McCainBenedict Voit is often mistakenfor a very smallyeti.
strategize. In the year 2000, they unleashed what has
Feingold bipartisan bill, limits the amount of money
. Disaus tbis article at aml'·•*llgudu!
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Switching Horses Midstream
Iraq washes away Republicans; Democrats need time
Problems:
War in Iraq
(x/3)=(2x/6)

by ben dower
kaiser.benjamin@gmail.com

In the aftermath of a shocking Democratic election victory, no one is denying the monumental effect Iraq had on
American voters. According to a poll
taken by the Opinion Research Corporation in August, 60% of Americans
want U.S. troops withdrawn from the
country now or in the immediate future.
Opinions in Congress, however, remain bitterly divided. The Republicans
tend to favor the stay-the-course path,
although in the after effects of a devastating "thumping" they are increasingly
looking for a new plan of action.
The Democrats, as usual, remain
united in their opposition to President
Bush's failure-ridden status quo and are
as divided as ever in choosing an alternative. Senator Kerry (D-Massachusetts) and his supporters continue to call
for a timetable on withdrawal, believing
that an immediate pullout could escalate
the civil war but that specific dates must
be set.
Senator Lieberman (I-Connecticut),
no longer a Democrat by technicality, continues to stand by the President
in his current policy, at least while he
remains in office. Senator Eiden (DDelaware) envisions an Iraq divided
into "three strong regions with a limited
but effective central government." And
of course, s~nators such as Murtha (DPennsylvania) are increasingly pushi'1g
for an immediate departure.
This division has already evoked a
harsh stream of criticism directed at the
Democratic Party. As divided as they are,
the Democrats appear a weak alternative
to the scandal-wracked Republicans.
The general feeling among the population seems to be, all right, we elected you
on this Iraq issue, now fix it.
Certainly many conservatives, bitter
about having lost their decade-long majority, have lost no time in taking shots

Solve for x

to agree on one solution!

Illustration by Ben Dower

on an obvious Democratic weakness,
declaring that the disunited defeatist
Democrats can only make the situation
in Iraq worse.
There are many reasons why the
Democrats have been unable to achieve
a consensus on the Iraq issue. First, and
most obviously, the Democrats lack the
leadership that has until recently characterized the Republican Party or even
the Democrats of fifteen years ago. Second, Democrats that would normally favor an immediate withdrawal have been
worried about how such a stance might
hurt their electability.
Time and time again we've seen
people from both parties sacrifice principles for popularity, and after the 2000
election Democrats' eagerness to regain
their lost status has been clumsy if not
outright debilitating. Ultimately though,
I think there's a third, often-overlooked

reason that is far more significant than
party flaws.
Have you ever had a math course perhaps in High School where the teacher
put a problem up on the board and waited for the class to solve it? Minute after
minute went by and soon the class began to twitter with students comparing
answers? Finally, long after expected, the
exasperated teacher went to the board
and began to solve the problem on his
own only to realize that he had made a
mistake in copying it down and that it
was totally unsolvable?
The Iraq War, at least from the American perspective, has no "solution." Even
the people that don't want the United
States military to leave until the "mission is complete" have no tangible idea
of what that means. Is the mission complete when only five people are killed in
shootouts per day? Is it complete when

the Shiites and Sunnis promise to get
along, "for real this time?" Or, more likely, is it complete when American casualties grow high enough that the public
decides it's had enough and demands a
withdrawal?
If Iraq stabilizes anytime in the next
ten years - which is highly unlikely it won't be due to an American military
presence. I'm not denying the stabilizing
impact our troops have had, at least in
the short term. However, as the violence
continues to escalate it has become increasingly apparent that our soldiers are
both unable to prevent the growing crisis
and may actually be contributing to it.
A poll conducted by the Program on
International Policy Attitude released in
September of this year indicates six out
of ten Iraqis approve of attacks on U.S.led forces and nearly eight in ten say the
U.S. presence in Iraq is provoking more
conflict than its preventing.
Now, my point isn't that we should
pull out now, or that we should set a
deadline, or even that we should divide
Iraq into three independent political
entities - I leave it to the Democrats
to make those (and other) suggestions.
However it's totally ridiculous to say
that because the Democrats don't have
a single answer to resolve the Iraq crisis, electing Democrats has not, and will
not, make a difference. The abrupt resignation of Rumsfeld alone shows that
change is on the way.
So think twice before discounting
the effect of these elections on the future of the War in Iraq. The Democrats
won't come together right away, but the
important thing is that deliberation has
begun. As the situation in Iraq continues
to deteriorate, it becomes increasingly
obvious that any of the alternative suggestions being debated in Congress are
better than the current policy. Change is
coming.
We gave the Republicans six years of
failure before we held them accountable;
at least let the Democrats take office before we assume the worst. •
Ben Dower solves complex politicalproblems at a
fourth-grade level His mom is very proud.

Discuss this article at am.f>.utdaUas.edu!
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How Dubya and the GOP turned me to the "dark side"
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by todd wacker
todd.wacker@srudent.utdallas.edu

"Hi, my name is Todd (hi Todd!) and
I am a Democrat." Phew! I'm glad I got
that off my chest. In today's day and age,
when middle of the road is the way to go,
it can be tough to pledge your loyalty to
something like a political party. But just
be careful ... it could happen to you!
My journey started way back when in
2000 when Bush won the Presidency. I
was in my prime as an 8th grader in a
conservative town and I was ecstatic.
What could .be better than starting out
the new millennium with a Texan in
the White House? Obviously, I had no
knowledge of or interest in politics at the
time, but I figured if he was from Texas
he had to be good.
Fast forward to a few days after 9-11.
That same Texan was standing at Ground
Zero giving a speech through a bullhorn
about how we would not rest until the
world was safe from terrorism. After
initially thinking "oh crap I'm gonna get
drafted," my next thought was one of
hope and triumph. We went to Afghanistan and started bombing stuff over there,
and I loved every minute of it. Bush's approval rating was through the roof and
the War on Terror was right on course.
Continue forward to 2003; George
Bush, like the gunslingin' cowboy image he projected, issued an ultimatum to
Saddam Hussein: leave town or prepare
to suffer "shock" and "awe." In reality,
it was the American people who were
"shocked" at how &r off course the War
on Terror had gone and "awed" at how
Bush came up with a way to link Saddam to terrorists. It became apparent that
something, somewhere had gone horribly
wrong. I mean sure Saddam's not someone you'd invite over for dinner, but he
wasn't plotting any terrorist attacks on

the US either.
A year after the war started things
really started to fall apart. When the
WMDs that we were supposed to discover in Iraq failed to make their appearance, Bush made the natural move for a
politician: he changed our rational for
being there. In an almost half-hearted
attempt to save face in the international
community after thumbing his nose at
the UN some months before, a new spin
was applied to the ~: Operation Iraqi
Freedom. Weapons of Mass Destruction?
No, no, no, we were there to spread democracy. Never mind the fact Bush ran
on a "no-nation building" platform in
2000. Like a bad sequel, we were going to
save the world once again from a lesser
villain and spend more money doing it
this time. Meanwhile, Osama bin Laden

Photo by Bradley Wallace.

was running around in Mghanistan (Or
was it Pakistan? Some kind of -stan ... )
and sending us video postcards every
now and then to see how things in Iraq
were going.
Needless to say, I was beginning to get
a little tired of all this, even before the war
in Iraq turned out to unwinnable. Sure,
we got Saddam and "liberated" the Iraqi
people (to a state of anarchy and nearcertain civil war) but I still felt like we
had gone up into the stands and punched
the wrong guy (see Pacers-Pistons brawl.)
And every time Bush or Cheney or some
lesser-known Republican came on TV, it
was the same old garbage: "terrorists are
everywhere" and "any state that votes blue
will be attacked." I just couldn't stand it
anymore; it was time to make a decision.
My dad called me on Election Day of

this year to ask me who I was going to
vote for. "Whoa! Let's not make this too
personal," I told him. "But I have a lot of
pent up frustration and I think it's time
for a change."
And so, overcoming a lifetime of partisan patterns, I told him I was going to
vote straight-ticket Democratic.
"So you've turned to the Dark Side,
huh?" he asked.
"That's right, Dad."
"Well I think I have, too."
"Well, that's great! Together we can
rule the galaxy as father and son."
"Or maybe just the polling station." •

Todd Wacker uses the ]edi Mind Trick
trJ get women trJ go out with him.
DistiiSI Ibis artick Ill amt.vtigllm.etlrll
.
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by benedict voit
benedict.voit@student.utdallas.edu

Election day is the chance for the
American people to speak their minds
and send a message to our political leaders. We certainly spoke loud and clear:
We want a change; a change in direction,
a change in leadership, a change in
the political divide.
Whether or not Democrats actually won, rather than Republicans
overwhelmingly losing, is a separate debate. But after the results
were counted, recounts avoided
by concession speeches, a winner
did emerge from the hectic fray
- Conservative principles.
A prime example can be found
in the results from Michigan. I was
there for 10 days campaigning on \
behalf of the Republican Senate challenger, Mike Bouchard. '-. ,

Hindsight is, of course, 20/20

conservatiSm

.

this branch of my party. True Conservatism in fact limits government interference in the private sector, and many of
these social issues will become moot as
natural generational phasing occurs.
What remain important are the core
Conservative values. Republicans were
unable to root themselves in fiscal responsibility and limited government,
and lost.
The Democrats, whether earned or
not, now have their two years of Congressional control In all sincerity I
wish them well. I hope they succeed
. ... '..
in restoring the civil debate over the
countless· issues that face this country and our future. That much we
truly need.
If the GOP does what it shoul~,
a bright future looms on the 2008
horizon. These two years must be
spent in genuine reflection of a party
gone astray from the ideals of Ronald Reagan and the Contract with
America. Republicans must
return to the core. They must
stand on principle of
• ~ smaller government, of
reducing not only taxes,
but spending as well Their
fiscal responsibility must
··
be coupled with personal/
.
.·
· ethical resp(>nsibility, and most
•mage
by
·
tly, they must believe
BenedictVoit
tmportan
.· ·i:~~ : ._ .
. ..
and practice what they preach.
publican ~,, iiil ·admittedly
.'In this next cycle, instead of pointing
pro-life, even pro-gun :(gasp!·).: ·fingers and spreading bla.nle, RepubliThese. Blu¢-J>bg Democrats cins must take this chance to rediscover
will play key';joies in holding - who we are and what we believe. Lucktogether 1\: sUJil'. majority of. a ily enough, the results from this dection
very ideologidJ!y diverse party.
prove that many voters also still hold
The coUnter to- this "winning onto fundamental Conservative ideals.
conservatism" claim rests in the so~al · A successful two year period of reflection
·measures.·Although ~t of nine states that returns the party to our roots will
did reject same-sex ril&rtiages, a strong .· make the next set of dection results that
. argument can be m~de that simply by much sweeter. •
putting social conservatism on the ballot
implies that it is fee~
threate.ned and ·· B-·-'·
"'. . R.-ouJ."
ho .J h'
t:TIU'tcl roll IS a ·-r..v•ICIIfl w e~ots u own pages.
.
.
therefore it is already ~the downswing. · He mu1s them to us 'Whm M drme 'With them.
This is true. In no way am I defending
Dilnultlliurticlelll.,.""'4v""''

vote against affirmative action.
Across the country, similar tallies can
The teacher's union was dealt a blow be found. Eight other states also denied
when the public voted against linking _governmental eminent domain seizures.
inflation to an annual raise in education California rejected a measure taxing oil
spending. The increase would mostly be companie~ to help with alternative fuels.
used to pay for teachers' pensions, rather Allow the market to dictate a change in
than actual educational supplements. · energy. California also rejected publicly
Director of the non-partisan Michigan funded campaigns. Arizona ·joined ~
Senate Fiscal Agency, Gary OlsOn, esti- rejecting unmerited additional governmated such a measure would cost over mental spending. All marijuana'-legalS700 million in just the first year. Such a · ization initiatives failed.
cost would undoubtedly lead to a stateMoreover, many of the Democrats
wide financial crisis. The voters, already who swept into pieviously-hdd Re.'
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and it is now abundantly clear
that Michigan did not f a v o
. r/
a change from the current
/
Democratic
leadership.
There is no need remaking
the past with those funds and energies being spent in Montana or Virginia. tired of overspending in government,
What's done is done.
killed the measure.
The race was called for the 'Democrat
Ftnally, a resounding 80% of the hal2 minutes after the polls closed, and the lots cast sent Lansing a clear message
margin of loss ended up being nearly - private property is private. This
20% points. It was sad, but it was clear: may soun~ obvious, but in 2005 the
the Republicans didn't win.
Supreme Court ruled in Kelo vs. New
However, there were also state prop- London that the Government could take
ositions on the ballot, and their results private land with some compensation in
spoke volumes. The voters in Michigan, order to redevelop it in a way that would
albeit voting for the Democratic candi- bring the government more revenue dates by large margins, favored Conser- in other words a seizure of private land
vatism. Over 60% of the populace joined with a small compensation. Michigan
in banning the use of race or sex by pub- soundly rejected this proposition.
lic educational institutions ....:.... a clear
These results are not only Michigan's.
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The Voice
Inside Your
Headphones
A monthly look
into the world ·
of podcasting

As 'Just Pete' puts it,
BoredAgainChristian
1s 'where Christian
music gets ~aved.'
It spotlights l~sser~ ,
known musiCians as
well as great Cpristi~ .,
rock bands to show the
world that Christhm
music isn't just for your
Grandma.
How were you led to start
music. In a nutshell, I like
a podcast on music, seeing as
catchy hooks on non-formulaic songs. I'm not
, there are· already so many out there~. · so mqch. a lyrics guy as. I am a tr~usic guy, so I

· There ar~, of course, hundreds _of ll!usic ' _like interesting orch~stration. ~d karaoke, I
podcasts, so I needed to find my niche. My love karaoke.
.Ji ;
faith is very important to me, but I was often
embarrassed at the quality of "contemporary
How do you hope to help
Christian music" and disappointed that it Christianity by getting people back
never really strived to be unique or artistically into the Christian music scene?
I think my mission. is to empower
compelling. I knew I wanted to feature
Christian artists like Sufjan Stevens and disenfranchised Christians in my generation.
Starflyer 59; but really questioned if there was · I hate the feeling of being fully devoted to
enough material out there to sustain a show for Christ, but looking around and thinking, "'
ihe long run. But I asked, and God provided. don't look or ~ound or feel like these other
Incredible music from amazing Christians.
people who also follow Jesus." An~ while I
: ..
think Christians of all
Is the show directed at youth,
or what audience do you picture
as you're choosing the music?

The great thing about nit:he podcasting
is that it's not directed at age demographics,
but interest demographics. As a result,
I don't choose music based on WHO I
think will like it. I choose music I like
as an intelligent, artistic Christian and
wait to see who else likes it. My listeners
are more like friends than they are
consumers. That's why the sarcasm,
personal tidbits, and inside jokes work
so well on the show.
What non-Christian music
do you prefer?

Lots. In fact, sometimes I feel
dirty for liking .so much secular

walks "get" the fact that we're all unified, they
don't want to embrace the fact that God made
hands and feet and knuckles and elbows that
don't look the same and, in fact, are intended to
act very differently. I guess I'm concerned that
we have too many eyes and tongues and not
enough ankles and shins in the body of Christ
.today. ·
Any other message for a bunch of
collage kids In Texas?

Peace, love, rock n' roll to everyone in the
Longhorn State! I guess I would encourage
college students that they can make their
biggest impact NOW with the gifts they have
been given. Art, rock 'n roll, podcasting, and
faith can all be used to change the world and,
with the reach of the Internet, making your
mark has never been easier. The best advice
I eve/ received in college .was "Do .now what
you'd like 'to be doing then." Don't wait for
your degree to do what you love. In fact, throw
out your degree if it's just getting in the way
of what you do best. And love God. And love
everybody else, too.
Listen now at www.boredagainchristian.
com or find it in iTunes music store under the
podcast category of"Music." •
Kim Felder's got podcasters in the palm ofher
hand- in the sense that they're on her iPod.
Discuss this article at am(J.utJq«cs.edu!
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Finding romance where there used to be music videos
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by jonathan lane
jono.lane@gmail.com
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herself at me to prove 'that her daughter is
worth dating.
However, one show in JMrticular has
me captivated by its obvious effectiveness
in creating romance: "Parental Control."
For those ofyou unfortunate souls who
have never seen the glory that is "Parental
Control," it is far more than just yeur standard dating show. The concept is relatively
simple: two parents have a child who is
dating what is _clearly tile·~ of Smn.

demon-spawned significant-others watch
the date on a television screen. The dates
usually consist of something that is supposed to reflect the personality of the
blind date, usually resulting what would
nonnally be considered to be an awful
choice for a first date, followed by a snack
where the blind date tries to get the child
to bad-mouth their significant-other.
Mter the two blind dates, the child
has to choose to keep dating their 6lrrent

As I was growing up, I was occasionally told that love often comes from the
most unexpected 'of places. I didn't .~ow
; • '1. .~
it at the time, but after nearly four
·
years at college, I discovered what
that statement actually meant:
true love is found on MTv.
It's true that MTV did not
create the concept of the dating game show. In fact, the aptly .
named "The Dating Show" was
created 16 years before the now
not-so-aptly named Music Television channel was even launched.
But while great minds such as Jim
Lange and Chuck Woolery helped
start the idea of television dating,
MTV has taken it to a level that
only a true visionary could have
foreseen.
MTV has revolutionized the
genre, creating shows that are
not only designed to entertain
the viewing audience, but also
help lonely hearts find their soul Guess which girl the guy chose1 (Hint It's the blonde.) Photo Credit: MTY.com
mates using effective methods
that match.com envies. Before I viewed For whatever reason, the parents want to squeeze or to jump ship and date either
"Room Raiders," I had never known that put an end to this. To remedy this prob- their mom or dad's pick. The child usuan important way to get to know a person lem, the parents send a dozen or so appli- . ally selects the person that they're already
is by using a black light on their bed sheets. cants through one of the most grilling in- with, but occasionally they decide that the
Before "Next," it had never occurred to terviews known to man. After asking such cute guy or girl that their mom set them
me that it is vital for a potential date to hard-hitting questions as "do you hav!= a up with is actually good enough to warbe willing to dress up in a ridiculous cos- job?" and "can we see you shake that laffy- rant choosing them.
tume and humiliate themselves in public tafl}r?", the parents each select what they
At first I thought that it was easy to
if they truly desire to share a meal with believe is the most attractive candidates.
predict who was going .to be selected. It
me. Before "Date My Mom,"I never realThe selected daters each take the child seemed that the girls were shaken by the
ized how crucial it is for a mother to throw on a blind date while the parents and the idea that their parents hated their boy,+

.

friends, s~ they would choose the most
promising of the two blind dates. The guys,
on the other hand, would take a long, hard
look at their lives, determine what they
needed emotionally, physically, spiritually,
and intellectually, and then select the girl
that was the hottest. ·
However, after more careful observation, I noticed something else that was
strange: ifthere was obviously the best candidate and most likely to win, they would
almost never be the victor of this
dating ~ent. A more naive
person may believe that this is
because MTV rigs their dating
shows, but I refuse to believe it.
This is the network that has allowed Lindsay Lohan to have a
music career. Clearly, they have
more integrity than that.
In hopes that I could participate in such a monumental testament to the greatness of our civilization and perhaps find the sort

of true love that can only come
about through television, I visited
MTV's website to find a casting
call for the show. Unfortunately,
to qualify for the show I have to .
be in Southern California, one of
the few things that Dallas does
not seem to be able to offer.
However, if that isn't enough
to make you jealous of the citizens of Los Angeles, I discovered a new
casting call that may result in a dating
show that could change the face of our
country: "Male Vll'gins Wanted For Reality Series."
·
God save us all. •

]o11111btm Lane~ iMIIJ date is a 'WOman who has «<hle,
so he tan watrb MTY to nsearcb artides lih this one.
Disaus this IIT1ide at qm.t.•f4qllqudu!
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1# sneak-:-previ~ the_new Shins album! (A little bird gave us the record.}

keepmg

'·
·'l1( ]hat happened
to this band? At

V V their best, the

...And You Will Know Us By The
Trail of Dead
So Divided
(I nterscope)

snarling, devastating sound of previous records Madonna
and Source Tagr & Codes showed a group
willing to push their voices and instruments to the limit, evidenced by their liveshow destruction of their equipment and
the venue around them. Hell, the main kick things off with· "Stand in Silence," a
chugga-chugga riff of "Baudelaire" had song that sounds way more like bad Green
enough rock for five bands. Their world Day. Following track "Naked Sun'' swipes
was their death-filled oyster. And now the melody from, of all places, Kylie's "Fewhat?
. ver," which is about as unrocking as you
Afterthecompleteletdownoflastyear's can get. "Eight Day Hell" sounds like the
Worlds Apart, the band appears willing to worst pop song McCartney never wrote,
keep driving the van further over the ledge mainly due to lead singer Conrad Keely's
of over-produced limp rock. They (barely} lackluster voice. .Their old records rec-

C

Swan Lake ·

Beast Moans

Oagjaguwar)

anadian indie rock tends to be a
collaborative beast. Swan Lake
follows in this tradition, taking Dan Bejar
from Destroyer, Spencer Krug from Wolf
Parade, and Carey Mercer from Frog Eyes
and sticking them into.~ r:opm together to .
make a bunch of so~ abput everything
from a Noah-esque. B.~. ("All Fuesj to
unintelligible slurred. ,.chapt5 ("Pleasure
Vesselsj. On their own, all three have created some of the most indelible records of
the past few years. ~d, you<l have ·
to think it<l be a s~ lm.~ut. Right? ,
Well, you'd be abQ\lt.~ correct
-the same ratio of~~ tq ~ad trilCks on
. •

'

'I

!lg'Jd.

~

.

..

'l. X ]li'l!-t's left tOSJ!.Y ~out the Shins?

The Shins

Wincing the Night Away
(Sub Pop)

V V Mter Gq_rtf.en 91'!'-e and its "Indie Music for D~7 .._s.oundtrack
took the hand's not-so-secret cult appeal and exploded it to "life-changing"
status, Albuquerque's fi.l').~t group found
themselves looking at radically increased
expectations.
.
Not that the life-changing label fits them
at all; despite Ms. Portman's suggestion, "New
Slang" is about as life-changing as a Wendy's
combo meal, nor did it evedntend to be. The
band simplywrites sharp, intelligent pop music, and Wincing the Night Away falls nicely
in line with this tradition while offering up
some changes to the proven formula.
The production has improved consider-

this album. Krug continues his knockout
of a year, as the tracks he contributes stand
almost across the board as the best on here.
The aforementici"ned "All Fues" sports the
most straightforward melody on the album,
with Krug howling about a post-apocalyptic world. His "Are You Swimming In Her
Po~ls?" is similarly gorgeous, with a lightly

ognized this problem, ·
his nasal
whine to a limit while the supercharged
guitars did the real talking. Now, he's given
free reign and placed up front in the mix.
Bad idea.
There's a few points where the band
doesn't totally suck. "Life" adapts some of
the old menace into a loping piano melody
that finally snaps. Title song "So Divided"
goes for the bombastic and achieves it.
However, a group that once showed such
promise seems willing to waste their gifts
on songs that don't equal the threat and
menace their name implies. Smashing
your instruments to these songs won't leave
people laying slain in your wake, guys.
strummed acoustic cradling Krug's voice
through a layer of fuzz until the thudding
chorus wakes the track up.
Unfortunately, his fellow collaborators
don't Succeed quite as well. The decidedly
low-fi production doesn't suit Bejar, as
only "The Freedom" and "Widow's Walk"
highlight his talents effectively. Mercer
creates the most interesting sounds on
the album, with "The Pollenated Girls" as
the aching standout; however, the production buries his voice and lyrics. When the
album works, it works in a big way; however, the total execution leaves something
to be desired.

while introducing banjos and fuzZ bass to
the usual arsenal. "Sea Legs" is_the biggest
shift ofall, letting the band get funky over
.programmed.~ts (!) and ·a hypnotic bass
line.
... . ...
While the second half of the album
doesn't have the same consistency, "T~
On
Me" enters pop nirvana with Mercer's
ably, now bursting with detail and volume.
best
chorus to date, and "Split Needles"
Mercer hits the ground running as well,
rocks
more convincingly than the band
with the first five songs of the album easever
has
before. The Shins still aren't going
ily equaling or surpassing his past output.
to
change
your life, but they will make a 40"Sleeping Lessons" is a total knockout,
minute
span
of that life a lot catchier. •
introducing the idea of genuine dynamics
and crescendos to a band that usually stuck
with a groove once a song started. "AusBy now, the letters have nearly worn offofthe
tralia" and first single "Phantom Limb"
keyboard on jordan Youngblood~ poor little iBook.
Discuss this article 11t qmf!,ufdmlqa
edu!
bring effortlessly hummable melodies
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Latest entry in venerated series stands shoulder. should_er with FFVI, FFVII
~t?.

ning, but this occurs quit~ infrequently.
Nothing on the PS2 h~ ever approached FFXII's level of beauty.

by john mclean
jem031000@utdallas.edu

Before its release on October 31,
Final Fantasy XII was one of six
games ever that received a perfect
score from Famitsu, a prominent Japanese video gaming magazine. Were
I to disagree with them, it would be
because I don't believe any game can
achieve a perfect score; it would have
naught to do with FFXII.
Graphics: 10/10
FFXII is simply the most beautiful
game to ever grace the PS2. The environment is meticulously constructed
- character models, weapons, espers,
the background and even the weather
- are captured in painstaking detail.
Your characters' hair will sway in the
wind if there is any. The only negative
is that you will experience slowdown
when many spell animations are run-

Sound:9/10
I was somewhat concerned about
this area, since Nobuo Uem~tsu left
Square-Enix and founded his owrl
company. My concerns were ill-founded," as the music is well done, and serves
to capture and convey the mood of the
game. Hitoshi Sakimoto, the composer
for Final Fantasy XII, was also responsible for Vagrant Story and Final Fantasy Tactics, and all three games have .a
similar style of sound.
Story: 10110
As one would expect from a Final
Fantasy, the story in XII is superb. For
the first time in the series, the story
conveys a sense of the epic. Before, saving the world was a happy (and quite
often, seemingly trivial) side effect
of defeating your arch nemesis. This
is because, for good portion of the
game, you lack a singular'enemy; you
struggle against the Archadian Empire
as a whole, and only later do the prime

a

movers and actors become apparent.
The strength: of the .story lies in
your characters. They are genuinely.
··
likable, which is a welcome change.
There was at least one character I ·
despised in every Final Fantasy from
IV-X, but none here·~ Your characters' backstories; while not extensive,
are compelling. The voice acting and
dialogue are easily the best I've ever
seen in a game. Lines are infrequently
poorly delivered, but they are never
flat out awful, like Yuna's lines in FFX.
Gameplay: 10110
Final Fantasy XII is radically different from the rest of the series'. Fust,
there are no 'random encounters. Enemies are present on the map, and will
engage you, usually upon sight. This
makes for a much smoother experienc.e,
as it combines combat and exploration
into a single task. You can flee from
anything except boss, and they will
give chase, up to a point.
Further, rather than being prompted
for an action every time your time bar
fills, you characters will act in a manner you define for them. This accomplished through the ;use of gambits,
which
combination of a target and
a parameter (combined), a priority, and
an action. The large variety of parameters allows" one to assign a gambit for
nearly any situation that may occur in
combat. Through clever manipulation
of your gambits, you will rarely, if ever,
need to manually input commands.
This system is also extremely well implemented. For ex'ample, if you set the
~bit Ally: any, Raise, you will not
waste MP casting Raise on characters
still alive. You will only raise the fallen.
Th~ only exception to this is steal- your
characters will continually steal from a
foe that has nothing left to steal.

a

area

Others:
The economy of Final Fantasy XII
is much better than the others in the
series. Instead of relying on monsters

'

'

instantly decomposing into gold (or
gil), or getting a salary, you collect loot
from your fallen foes, which you then
sell. Selling certain combinations of
loot unlocks items to be at the bazaar,
which you can access from any merchant. The bazaar seems like a neat
way to get items at a discount or earlier
than you could otherwise at first glance,
bui. it is actually essential for unlocking a lot of the game's most powerful
equipment.
Also, fans of the series will recognize
many of the references and cameos that
occur within this game, going as back
as Final Fantasy. I wont spoil any of
them for you, but you will enjoy them.
Overall, Final Fantasy XII is an excellent game. At the tinle o(writing this,
I have spent over 85 hours playing, not
including having to go back and reload
from an older save'when I missed an
important steal from a boss. It's addictive as hell, and immensely entertaining.
Final Rating: 9.9/10 (a few things
that could be better, but not much). •
john McLean likes long swords. And not much else.
Discuss this 11rticle Ill qm.b.atdallqs.edlll
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Nicholas Gurewitch

PBFcomics.com

• How do you decide what styles to user
Whimsy mostly. Though it's tough to say whether
whimsy isn't some Yery unidentifiable fonn of
foresight. My decisi6ns, I think, are sometimes
based on the way I'd like a reader to feel as he or
she is experiencing each frame.

• Do you draw freehandr
• What part do your fans playf
Sketchr Tracer
Sometimes they'll tell me something •
Everything's drawn freehand, with the c:xception of about one
haven't figured out what •lol" means,
atrip so far, which I constructed pixel by pixel, on computer.
more of these lot's.
Sometimes I'll redraw a thing or two if I find that people aren't
experiencing the comic the way I want them to. I run just about
• Do you give your characten
all the comic concepts by a close group of
_..,:-:-.....,.....Yes. I'll act them out enti rely ~
my friends, and they are oft to make their
faces I'd like to see in the comicll
own really good suggestions.
(Secret Mutant Hero League) W
• Has PBF's Mflefty" content
little boy's faces as I was dra. .
ever got you lo t.roubler
• How would you like,._

Hate-mail i,ll ~~m. In college
there wer;a ~&at's because
there ~y ,.\P.l!Pps looking
for wa~ boml~ feminist
group sawthe •zarfiaT' ~pas
offensive to women, which rwas ironic,
because it was conceived as an homage.

• How do you ~lpate In the
webclolnks "'~c~~lllllil~
I am fond ofthe otlier authors I've met. It takes a special kind
of person to think that the general public will love you and feed
you. Back in the good ol' days, you<l h.ave to be pretty goddamn
brilHant to pull this off. With the internet though. all sorts of
quirky genius is bred to survive. I don't think I participate in
the webcomics •scene" because I don't think webcomics have
a genuine •scene".They have a few forums on the
internet right now. If they ever get a coffeeshoplsalon,
I'll be there in a second.

Dinosaur Comics

by

Ryan North DinosaurComics.com

• How did you arrive at the DC concepti

and 5ndf. I'd ay I'm prmy plugged in, but you'R not

I wanted to do a comic for a while but had the problem of not being able to
draw. I actually did have one idea leading up to it: a comic where the text
never changed but the pictures did: it would have been a W11f of expbing
storytelling, genre, and so on - a good idea, I thought, but totllly the ~ng
idea for me. So I flipped it around and kapow! Dinosaur Comics.
• Where did the ortglnal artwork come tromr
It came from this royalty-free clip art package I had called ·warbirds~t It
also had dinosaurs on it, and it was literally the only art software I had on my
machine when I started the comic: It was neat because it had dinosaur parts,
so you could pme the clip art a bit and move pieces around. Most of the posts
in the comic are stock though. I guess they thought those ridiculous positions
made the dinosaurs look scary?
• Where does the day-to-day Inspiration come tromr
Most of the time I check a flat text file I have of comic ideas, which'll range
from snippits of dialogue to ideas like 'chickens on Wikipedia'. I sometimes
go out with a pad of paper and sit in a park to try to write comics, but that
only works if I haven't put up a sitting-in-the-park themed comic for a while.
I How do you participate In the webcomlcs "scene"r
I don't know! There's a community in that we're all posting conrlcs online and
some of us are making our living from it, and we talk to each other with ideas

going to find one webcomics scene. There are plenty of
groups of people doing plenty of different things!

• What part do your fans playr
'Ihey're great! I get so much email and try to write back
to all of it, but sometimes I fall behind. lhey'll sometimes
send me comic ideas (-vOU HAVE TO DO A COMIC
ABOUT DOGS!j but they're also good for letting you
know when you're doing lliiaaething right or wrong. I
introduce my •Feelings are boring I Kissing is awesome"
shirt because when I put up the comic mentioning the
phrase, I got something like SO emails saying RYAN YOU
HAVE TO MAKE THIS SHIRT.

• What's the tiny woman's namer How does she
feel about all thlsr
I've always flirted with calling her "Tina" for the sort-ofsounds-like-Tiny idea, but then I wake up and fed that that's
super dumb. I'm allowed to have a tiny woman who gets

stepped on by a giant male dinosaur in every comic because
in an early one I had them discussing the symbolism of this
action. It is my out, because I'm at least aware of tlie visual
undercurrent of hetero-normative ownership misogyny!

wtJ

I look forward to the day
income. That way I can spend,
calculate them to perfection,
images - but for comedy.

• What are you

most..,

The first question in this intail
it's derived from a poster tlurlf
freshman year. We were hun ·
both~ smiled at eachother
was ped'ectly strange. The idea of a conill
agenda is pretty dang compelling to me.~
way of dealing with my Christian upb ·
point for whimsy. •
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Cyanide & Happiness
by Rob DenBieyker, UTD student
Explosm.net

the minds
~who

•

,...

• How did
you arrive at
the conceptl
A guy named
Kris Wilson from
Wyoming did a
weekly comic called •comicazi•. I was insp~ by his
comics, and started running my own at Fark.com. We
decided to team up and do them daily. [Matt and Dave
had worked with me before on a previous stick figure
animation site, so they joined as wdl.]

• What artists Inspire C&Hl
I just think of them as stick 6g.ms
designed to tell a joke. In that sense,
Don Herzfddt is my biggest inspiration.
He started the •good art is unnecessary•
online phenomenon.
• What's the wortd"' processl
"Last· minute" or In ~
I •
.
I usually think of stuff fo• a few weeks
before I tum it into a comic. Other times, I
have to think up a comi~ hour before the
•
s the Increase In populartty llkel
website refreshes. It usu y shows, but at the
nsible, and it's taken me by surprise.
same time there's somet ng ~y motivating
Th
January/February
,....-----,----- - - . about last miaute panic. You start
wh
eep, because I was so
grabbing ida+ out of unlikdy
excited to see what the new high would
places, and soptcamcs it works.
be. We were rising, at times, by about
• Do you fvC. your
10,000 visitors per clay. It all came out of
charactersjvolces In your
the blue when we gave code for people
headl
l
to lccch our comics on their myspaces.
give
them
plain,
uninsp~ speech.
1
• How do you ensure cons~
Like bored people who hate their job
We don't la:ep any conaistency. We help
(being in a comic).
each other out wheo !t comes to making
• What's the .,.atest hurdle
stuff fiumier, but we all have our own
you've had to oven:ome with
types ofjokes, which works best.
C&Hl
• Where does Inspiration come froml
Being funny every four ~ya is reallt!wd·
I carry around a little book where I write down weird
• How would you like your work to
thoughts that occur to me. Sometimes it'll be months
developl
before an idea becomes a comic. Sometimes I don't have
any ready ideas, so 1just think them up on the spot.
I'd love to get a book out sometime soon.
1hey usually. suck then.
• What's the question you're most often
asked about C&Hl
• What part do your fans playl
"HOW DU I SUBMIT COMICK??I?"My inbox
Fans are pretty scattered both
is seriously flooded with this question ever since we
geographically, by age, and by subculture.
started doing periodic guest weeks. A lot of people
We get farunail from guys, girls, goths,
assume that C&H is a bunch of random people making
emos, moms, 10 year olds, and soldiers.
comics, instead offour guys. •

make them

~ up,• or •1o1: I

·iJt•s good. I try to gather
;JOIWheadl

tend to rna£ the
on the recent comic
making each of the
I pulled a muscle.
Mk to developl
1 Werent source of
year on each comic;
like •Magic Eye•

f

ntra

f

~

& EVEN T S

about PBFl
tbe tide. To answer you,
~I encountered our
for the comic, and
it, because we knew it
any kind of religious
Perhaps it's my own
n knows. Score another

• Work ahead or "last-mlnutel"

• In what way(s) are you most anxious for your

I started with a backlog of 16 comics,
and then 16 days later I had used that up
entirely and started to do things more
last-minute, and that's basically how I've
done it ever since. Most of the comics
are done the moming-o~ which is
ridiculous and dumb and I wish I could
do things better. It's rare that a comic
was started and finished on the day you
read it on the site, but it is almost always
the case that I did the bulk of it only a
few minutes before you read it.

work to developl

• How does DC feel relative to other Jobs you'Ve heldl
It's more solitary in that you're living more ofyour life online, and there is of
course a danger in doing that. You get all weird and pale? But it's stable and
open and I can really write about anything' that I want, which is fantastic. The
other advantage is that I get all this email saying •Ryan you're pretty okay!•
and that starts to go to your head after a while, but then you turn off the
computer and you go outside and nobody knows who you are, and you
can keep balanced that way. lntemet fame is the best kind of fame,
becausr vou can tum it offbv iust mirlll out in the real world!

I

fm actually really happy with Dinosaur Comics as it is now.
In many ways its ideal: I get the comics out there, and every
once in a while I can put out a book, and finding a publisher
isn't hard because you're coming to them with a completed
book, and a market that is already wanting to buy it. It's great
to be able to write and make your living doing that! I guess
I'd like to hsve more time to write. Also: more good ideas.

1 What are you most asked about ocr
I think it's "why don't the pictures change~ My parents
were killed by changing pictures. I have sworn revenge.

II What Is the question you'd have most liked me to ask your
•How come you're so awesome, Ryan~ to which I would have replied, "Oh.
you DO go on• and playfully swatted your hand, and then we would have gone
hang gliding, only our hang gliders would have rockets and bikes attached to
them, and then we could swoop down over a mountain and detach the gliders
and go biking down the side, yelling MEXTREME!" the whole way. •
Lllh McKmzie wishes tD thad his ~ftn Uitli11g hisftmlxty ravi11gs so Jltllillltly.
SH ~ flltd llilt~~~~lbis llrlicU 111 ,.,w.n.,mt
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Threatening 1\rnerican Values
Why the Mil£tary'·Coinmissz.:O;ts Act hurts Ame·rica more than it· helps
'
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by micheal dona,.ldson
. mpd010200@utdal1as.com-

Over a month ago, Congressmen on
both sides of the aisle, eager to prove
their commitment to national security, came together in a stunning display of unity and vass~d the Military
Commissions Act. Signed into law by
President Bush, this Act gave officials
appointed by the President and the
Secretary of Defel'l:se ~eat~r leniency
pursuing potential. tc#~iists.' l~itiiilly;
this new legislation 'was met mixed
responses, upheld as appropriate by
some while considered a radical threat
to civil liberties by others. However, in
the tumult that surrounded the election
results, the media's attention began to
focus solely on how the election results
would impact the War in Iraq. Though
polls clearly showed that the growing
disillusionment with the War was an
important issue, we have forgotten the
potential hazards posed by this Act.
The stated purpose of the Act is to
"[establish] procedures governing the
use of military commissions to try alien
unlawful enemy combatants engaged in
hostilities against the United States for
·violations of the law of war." An unlawful enemy combatant is defined as
a person that has engaged in hostilities
against the United States who is not a
soldier serving in a foreign military. The
text of the Act specifically provides that
the person must be an alien unlawful en-

emy combatant, and the Act states that
here alien means "a person Jio is not a
citizen of the United States. ~
The Act explicitly forbids~etainees
the right to invoke the· Geneva C~n
. ventions when seeking a writ of habeas
corpus; overturning a previ01,1s law to
· the contrary. It allows the goVernment
the right to hold detainees indefinitely
before formally charging th~ with a
crime and denies detainees'".~ccess to
the courts.
Though most Americans seem to ignore ·them, the implicatif>os..rJ this Act
are far-rea.chiQg and divastating to the
American Spirit.
Hrst;'thli~~ct pravi~s.no ~on
for legal ~s in·tb.~·Vruted;~~es or
even for the non-U.S. citizenc residing in foreign countries. According to
Anthony Romero of the ACLU, "The
President can now, with the approval of President Bush signing the Military Commissions Act. Photo courtesy of scotsman.com
Congress, indefinitely hol~ people without charge, take away protections against this into question. Just ask Jose Padilla. longer punishable by U.S. law. This starhorrific abuse, put people on trial based Padilla was a U.S. citizen arrested at tling revision makes it unlikely that that
on hearsay evidence, authorize trials that Chicago's O'Hare International in May there will be any investigation into these
can sentence people to death based on of 2002. Two days before a federal judge possible wrongdoings. Lending credence
testimony literally beaten out of wit- was to rule on the legality of his con- to these arguments, these activities
nesses, and slam shut the courthouse tinued detention, Bush issued an order spawned legal proceedings in Germany,
to Secretary Rumsfeld detailing Padilla and Rumsfeld refused to visit Germany
door for habeas petitions." · '
Violations of habeas corpus, torture as an "enemy combatant." Padilla was while proceedings were open.
and forced .confessions, however neces- transferred to a military brig in South
Given these implications, it is no
sary and vital they may ~ perceived to Carolina without notifying his family wonder that many have compared the
be, are against the ideals that America or his attorney and held without charge MCA to a modem-day Alien and Sedihas built for over two hundred years. It for over three years. In the words of Rep. tion Act. However, never before during
is tragically ironic that the government David Wu of Oregon, ifyou are arrested the times of Adams, Wilson or FDR
which claims it wants to bring demo- under this Act and claim to be a citizen (all of whom have been accused of civil
cratic freedoms to the citizens of op- . even though it may be "a jurisdictional rights abuses) has a president signed a
pressed nations is now actively engaged · fact under this statute ... [you] will not law that specifically suspended habeas
in denying them exactly those rights.
have recourse to the court. [You] can corpus. If American citizens are vulnerAlthough it appears that U.S. citizens take it to Donald Rumsfeld, but [you] able to this treatment, it is only a matwould be exempt, certain events bring cannot take it across the street to an ter of time before a chief executive uses
Article 3 [of the Geneva Convention] these powers for his own ends. President
court."
Madison said that the framers had inOne of the most unsettling issues is tended to "[create] a 5ystem that could
that the law may merely be a way for be run by devils and not do harm." If
certain officials, including Bush and this new law remains in effect, AmeriRumsfeld themselves, to avoid prosecu- cans may no longer be protected by the
tion for war crimes, as they allegedly or- system Madison envisioned. lllii
dered acts that fall into the category of
war crimes by the Geneva Conventions.
Contrary to previous reports,
The MCA rewrites the War Crimes Act
Micheal Donaldson does not punch puppies.
retroactively, making these breaches no
Discuss this article at amp.utda/lgs.edu!

ii Never before during the times of Adams,

Wilson or FDR (all of whom have been
accused of civil rights abuses) has a president
signed a law that specifically suspended
habeas corpus.
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When reading Jane Austen n~vels;·ust won't cut it
~

by bradley wallace
hawkeye@student.utdallas.edu

could take the Mitch Hedberg approach,
and if the pen is too far away, you can
convince yourself that the thought ain't
important. Either way, anxiety will excite
the nervous system, causing the brain to
send messages to the adrenal glands and
make you more alert.
And don't forget ye age olde midnight snacks and warm glass o' milks.
Tryptophan, the amino acid found
in turkey that makes you tired every
ThankSgiving, is also found in milk,
fruit, and peanuts. Tryptophan triggers the brain to produce serotonin, a
chemical that helps you relax, plus it
works best on an empty stomach. As a
secondary benefit, the warm milk can
temporarily increase your body temperature, which will subsequently drop,
facilitating sleep. However, try to eat
dinner at least two hours before bed.
Heavy meals and fluids can keep you in
the restroom all night and replace sleep
with indigestion.
And don't study in bed. Training
your body to sleep upon mattress contact will not be aided by the anxiety
and stress of school or bills or scary
movie marathons which use the same
venue. Additionally, studies suggest a
room temperature below 70 degrees
is conducive to sleep. Also, customize
your room. Have a routine to unwind
befo):'e your .body's screen saver. Relax
with whatever makes you happy, be it
light reading or cleaning or TV. People
also differ on whet~er they p,.refer white
. noise, like that of a fan, classic ill music,
or an upstairs neighbor who likes to
play DDR all night. Find what works
for you and stick with it.
Certainly, if all else fails, read a Jane
Austen novel. That's been putting people
to sleep for the last two hundred years.
Yet the most important thing I've
learned is that these are just suggestions. Every person is unique, and consequently, finding the proper strategy
takes practice. Fortunately, that's one
form of studying I'm willing to do. •

Last year's calculus grade taught me
that sleeping with your head on the
book is not the best way to study. However, Organic Chemistry has taught
me' that all-nighter's don't always work
either. With final's week upon us, the
question of sleep deprivation lies on
everyone's eyelids.
"How does one feel refreshed while
spending the least amount of time ac·
tually sleeping?"
The .pleasure in_ ·:insomnia is one I've
never found, so r took it upon myself
one five o'clock morning to research Follow a few practical tips to enhance your sleep. or you niay be counting these guys. Photo by Robin Reid
where I've gone wrong. Compiled
here are different ways to improve the kindergarten selves had it right: naps Think about it, how. many times have
amount of sleep you get, while spend- are inherently evil. A study by ~he Na- you ever falle,n . asleep after staring dfing less time in bed.
tional Sleep Foundation (yes, it exists) · rectly at the s.uq( 1 • •
,.
First of all, ~omen aren't the only shows that' adolescents who took two
Next, sleel? J~ ljlrot for the l~zy. Daily
ones with biological clocks. As chil- or more naps in the past two weeks are exercise is an important part of nightly
dren we were always hungry around 7 more likely to get insufficient sleep and sleep. One of the best preventions for
a.m., noon, and 6 p.m. because we were experience the consequences. The no insomnia is daJ9~e physical e.x;ertion,
trained to eat at those times. Similarly, nap rule is especially true while study- emphasis on the· daytime. The UTD
going to bed at a set time and waking ing late. Take breaks every thirty min- Counseling C,e~ter 'suggests not exerup at a set time every night and morn- utes or so to re. cising three hours
ing will help you feel well-rested. Train fresh your mind, r-------~---::--....,....----:-:""1 before going . to
yourself into a sleep schedule, and be and realize there's
For more lnforml:tion,
:.:f;>ed. While . this
thankful that your body 'can be fash- another world outdlec:k CMJt these websites:
, may be excessive,
ioned into Pavlov's dog. .
, ,the central premise
side the classroom.
• ~.
Unfortunately, point one . hits those If you're feeling
. .._,._dP.IJ:I'!'II·
• .of winding down
of us with 8 o'clock classes h¥d, bring- sleepy do , spme
before
falling .
ing me to the harde~t rule. Stick to your activity, get some
. asleep still applies.
schedule: Monday mornings should fresh air, or - my
C on seq u e n t 1y,
equal Saturday mornings (or at least personal favorite
. showers may need
Friday mornings). If the alarm clock - play soccer at .
to be moved to
snooze button is your weakness, try four in the mornmornings, as they
keeping the alarm across the room and ing. Basically do
tend to wake you
moving its location every night. And whatever lr takes to keep your lids up.
up; bedtime baths are still fine, though
never oversleep to make up for missed
The same is ·true when it comes I believe there's a ~an Law stating
hours. Make sure you wake up to that to waking up. Morning activity, like they warrant mockery.
cereal bowl the same time every morn- stretching and walking, will get the
Sleep deprivation extends past physiing, especially following the night you blood flowing and start your body cal causes; however. To deal with mental
lost sleep. Sleeping late will reset your engine. Moreover, use sunlight as an and emotional stresses that keep you up
body clock, and pretty soon you'll be on added alarm clock. Going outside, or at night, many suggest keeping a paper Brad Wallace confers with his kindergarten selfbefore
Honolulu time.
alternatively turning on all the lights in and pen by bedside for things done and
yelling at his neighbor who plays DDR all night.
Furthermore, don't take naps. Our your room, helps wak~ your body up. things left undone. Alternatively, you
Disaus this article at am,b.ut4qllqudu!
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Seeing Worldview~~
·in ·shade$ Of G·rey

t
I. Thou shalt have no
other gods before me.
2. Thou shalt not take the
name of God._ .in. vain.
3.Thou shalt not make
unto thee an idol. .....
·4. Remember the
day, to keep it holy: · ·
5. Honor thy father and
thy mother.

6. Thou .shalt not kill.
7.Thou shalt not commit
adultery.
8. Thou shalt not steal.
9. Thou shalt not bear
false witness qains~;~hy
neighbor.
J· :~~
I0. Thou shalt.. not enVy
thy neighbors possessions
or situation.

· 1... unless you're not Christian.
2... unless it's reflexive.
3... unless it's purely symbolic.
4... unless you must attend to

and thy family from dire harm.
7... unless it ensures the safety
of thy loved ones.
8... unless thou art starving

gay or having an abortion may considered
sinful to many people, and maybe it is,
but these debates are over other people's
choices- choices that, when confined to
themselves, are nobody else's business.
I strongly believe that it is important
that we are reminded of our limitations
- that we need to take our blinders off
now and again. The world is a complicated place with religions that contradict
each other, and people simultaneously full
of hate, fear and love. We have to be proactive in our understanding of the world
and the reasons behind rules, which are
essentially self-imposed.
Many people argue that it's wrong to
steal food even if you're on the brink of
starvation because you're taking something. that isn't yours - that is the logic
behind not stealing. However, most people would say it was okay to steal back
something that was stolen from you.
Why is that not wrong?
The important thing to note is not
whether or not you think this exact situation is wrong or right, but ~t you must
see things with the possibility that your
rules might in fact be wrong for you or
for someone dse, regardless of whether
you can attribute them to· culture, religion, or experience. In that, we can again
see that we cannot decidedly impose our

thy farnily and kin. •

9... unless thy life or the life of

guidelines on o~ers.

5... unless they encourage you
to break the other nine rules.
6... unless protecting thy self

a loved one necessitates it.
I0... or at least make great effort to do so.

Maybe it is simply easier to believe
that everything must be done in a particular way. That way, we don't have to
constandy reexamine our lives and what
we are doing. We can simply follow our
self-imposed rules and seek comfort in
the fact that we are principled . .
And when we thoroughly examine
them, hopefully we will come to the realization that as we all have our own truths
- about what is beautiful, what we want
from relationships, and everything else
that makes us unique -we also have our
own set of rules and of rights and wrongs.
In our interactions we must be careful not
to impose our rules on everyone else, especially those we care about the most. •

by sarha mavrakis
ssm039000@utdallas.cdu

From the beginning of our lives, our
minds are filled with simple scenarios
to teach us to. do the "right" - and not
the "wrong" - thing. We are taught to
identify the virtuous path and follow it,
emphasizing the need to overcome temptation. This produces a rigid hierarchy of
acceptable behaviors to which everything
is compared, regardless of circumstance.
But the real world is filled with shades
of gray. Even extreme examples or rule',,
such as not killing, have ~ceptions. I don"t ·
know a single person who would uphold
the belief that thou shalt not kill under
any circumstance if given the choice of
violendy defending themselves and their
families or allowing themselves and their
loved ones to be brutally murdered.
Even the major monotheistic religions
provide exceptions to God's eternal truths
- an individual can kill in self defense
but not under virtually any other circ~m
stance. And then the definition of selfdefense is itself debatable. If even Gods
rules have exceptions and thus ambiguity,
what does that say about "acceptable behaviors" in which we are raised to believe?
Could they possibly be absolutely true
without exception all of the time?
Rules, however inflexible, do in fact
change with situation. And unless someone is capable of perfect empathy and
perfect understanding of another individual's situation and needs, it's impossible
to make a truly fair judgment about their
behavior. Perhaps this is why God, alone
in His perfect understanding, is able to
make rules that have exceptions. Since we
as humans lack that ability, we shouldn't
impose our list of rights and wrongs on
how others should or should not think,
behave, or live.
Obviously there are limitations to this.
Laws are designed to ensure the safety of
society as a whole and most can be justified along these lines. Morals, however,
leave litde room for pragmatism. A lack

.th.,

I

of consideration of the effect of
complications on a situation can
lead to a blind faith in rules which in
itself a fear of being wrong.
This leads to an obvious question:
what about when God, or at least belief
in God, is involved? Should religious
rules be imposed on a non-believer's life?
Should a religion's beliefs be imposed on
the world in terms of land claims or that
society's place in the world? There are
guidelines for behavior in every religion
concerning a person's existence on earth,
but if someone else doesn't believe in that
God, how can an individual or institution

justify the exclusivity of their truth
or impose those rules and values
onto others?
Perhaps these views compose a generally coherent and valuable guideline for
personal behavior, much the way killing
is usually totally unacceptable. B,pt it still
doesn't mean that all ideals are hard-andfast rules that lack any room for exceptions.
The mere fact that we all have differing
ideologies about what is right and wrong
necessitates the need to withhold judgment on the absolute rightness or wrongness of someone else's behavior. Being

Sarha Mavraltis lilies to make ez&eptions
!Jecause she~ so ez&eptimullly talented
Discrm tbis tnti£k IIIIIIIIP M'M'"" Mu!
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Faceb~Oi< haunt you?

Privacy rights in the 21st century have become increasingly ambiguous

by liam skoyles
liam.skoyles@student.utdallas.edu

American politics, as this most
recent election has proven, often descends into pandemonium over private actions turned public. Smear
campaigning is the name of the game
and it's a slippery slope from the high
ground of Democratic liberty to a
third grade playground. As American
politics continues its obsession with
perfection, privacy becomes 'an invaluable asset- an asset modern technology is quickly making impossible for
modern college students.
Privacy rights are a broad topic,
often mired in semantics and overly
complicated laws that rely on a judge's
discretion.
Policy is often slow in catching up
to modern technology; as the Internet
evolves and contorts, lawmakers can
barely understand the basics of a topic
before it is irrelevant. As senators still
view the Internet as a series of very
small complicated tubes, how can they
truly understand the full implications
of social networking sites?
As the site of the moment moved
from MySpace, to Facebook and now
to YouTube, it becomes ever easier
for people to accidentally (and possibly intentionally) infringe on privacy
rights. The term "Facebook stalk" is
now part of the popular vernacular
and although often 'tlsed in jest, has
become a legitimate concern for many
patrons of the site.
Beyond the Internet, other modern
"conveniences" are stripping our privacy, and creating even stickier situations for future politicians.
The invention of the digital camera has ushered in a new era of priVl!.CY complaints. Imagine attempting
to find an impeccable candidate for

When these adventurous students posted this picture on facebook they had no idea we
would put it in A Mot/est Proposal. Photo courtesy of facebook

public office in ten, twenty, or fifty in a court case. This specific conversayears. It is almost impossible to make ·tion occurred during the senior year of
it through our modern society with- high school and was never intended to
out a few compromising pictures be- be anything more than p::;ssing baning taken.
ter but was reproduced years later by
Future campaigns will .inevitably a complete stranger. Moreover it had
involve records of purchases, move- been found using a simple 9oogle
ments, Internet histories and instant search. The frightening trend of remessage conversations.
corded communication and search
Recently this reporter received an technology will inevitably increase in
email asking if an Instant Message scope.
conversation could be used as evidence
The move .from analogue to digital

technology means almost any form
of communication is now easily and
cheaply recordable. Spoken language
recognition technology has developed to the level where it is possible
to make a searchable text log of every
phone call.
·
Outside the United States it is
easy to see these sorts of technologies being put into practice. China
continues not only to block websites
pertinent to Falun Gong, the Tibetan
freedom movement and Tian' anmen
massacre but also log who attempts
to view these sites from inside China.
In Hong Kong a convenient integrated credit card system eases checkout
lines, but also records a user's movements throughout the city to be used
in infrastructure decisions.
It is highly unlikely that this sort of
privacy invasion is ever going to take
place in the United States given its
history of protecting privacy through
policy and law. The increasing pace of
technology may simply out stride attempts to reign in privacy violations.
It is also a dangerous temptation for
this sort of information to be available: imagine Nixon's Watergate in
a modern context. The Patriot Act is
testament to modern privacy's complex and contentious nature.
One thing is certain: In the future
the volume of information publicly
available about a particular person is
going to be sufficient to poke holes
in the most saintly character. The
American public is either going to
have to settle for a hermit candidate
who spent his adult life in a cave, or
be more forgiving regarding slips of
character irrelevant to politics.
In the mean time, remember the
next time someone wanders through
that frat party snapping away with a
digital camera, that snap could come
back to bite. •
Liam Skoyles has spent the semester being censored in
China and is eager to return so we can censor him here.

Discuss this article at amp.utdallas.edu!
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and the

by patrick maruthmmotil
pcm035000@utdallas.edu

•

"What if the world was so strange
that we could never hope to understand
it-and science was wasting its time
trying to do so?"
. These and certain bold statements
made by Stephen Hawking of Big
Bang theory fame upturned the scientific community.about thirty years ago.
It was suggestions like these that made
people question Hawking's scientific
grounding. Until recently, his work with
black holes provoked one of the greatest intellectual battles in recent times
-the greatest scientists in the world
versus himsel£
But first a little background information.
Black holes-a point in space at
which matter is incessantly pile driven
together into a tiny volume of space,

a point from which even light cannot
escape. Hawking realized that to come
to a complete understanding of the
Universe, he would have to unravel the
mysteries of the black hole. It was the
period from the early 70s to the early
80s that became known as the "Golden Age" of black hole research during
which Hawking and his fellow: physicist embarked on an expedition-to
tame the black hole. .
The more Hawking worked on black
hole theories, the more he realized that
there was something missing in the picture-all previous work on this subject
dealt with large scale universe modeled
physics. He set out to combine particle
quantum mechanics and Einstein's relativity to explain the intense gravity at
the heart of a black hole. This act did
more than cause a stir in the scientific
community.

that Hawking was wrong and that information could not be lost- and on the other, Hawking's camp believed that physics
would have to be re-written to take into
account the uncertainty about information that Hawking had uncovered.
For 20 years, arguments raged. Then
a paper by a young Argentinean mathematician known as Juan Maldacena
emerged, seemingly confirming Hawking's proposal as flawed. This didn't deter Hawking who, as a result of failing
health, set to work with a young research student, Christophe Galfard, to
try to pick apart the-Maldacena paper.
They were unsuccessful until Hawking
fell ill. However, from what his doctors
were sure was his death bed, stubborn
Hawking emerged with a resolution to
his own problem.
He claimed to have solved the information
paradox. But to the surprise
Stephen Hawking. one of the world's premier researchers in theoretical physia. Photo Credit: Stewart Cohen
of many in the audience, he announced
What Hawking's equations were of his leading antagonists-grasped the that he was not at the conference to disshowing him was that something was· grandiose imRlications of his theory. He prove Susskind or defend his long-held
coming out of the black hole! But this knew that Hawking's "breakdown of view. Instead, he was there to bury the
contradicted every scientific theory of predictability" applied not only to black issue. In what ensued, he stated that inblack holes at the time. However, the holes but to all processes in physics.
formation did not absolutely disappear
more Hawking delved into the matThe ramifications are immense-if or get lost. Instead information continter, the more he was convinced that he sub-atomic black holes exist about us uously passed into a parallel universe.
was right. He perceived radiation com- right now-however insignificant or He also proposed that information did
ing out of a black hole---;f{awking ra- unperceivable they seem· to the naked not get lost in those universes in which
diation-something that would make a eye~ then they are eating away at our in- black holes did not exist-ignoring the
black hole disintegrate .~ eventually format~on! Ifthis is true then with every problem completely!
Over two years have passed since the
b~t of infor_mation that is disappearing
disappear.
, ><?·~~Although Hawking's theories about we are losi~g parts of our selves! Emo- conference and Hawking has still not
black hole evaporation were revolu- tion, intellect, experience-nothing is presented a fully worked mathematical
tionary, they soon came to ·be widely sensible - nothing is preserved. If infor- proof to back up his ideas.
accepted. All was well in the scientific mation is lost then we cannot predict
If he succeeds in completing a proof
community until Hawking felt that this .the future, we cannot determine the that convinces Ills colleagues, he will
work had far more fundamental conse- outcome of our experiments, we cannot not only have solved one of the most
quences. Hawking argued that it wasn't be sure of the past and· the very nature difficult problems in. physics but he will
just the black hole that disappeared. He of reality is brought in~o question.
have produced ground-breaking work
IfHawkingwas right then, Susskind at the very end of his career, perhaps
said that all the information about everything that had ever been inside the argued that there would not be any di- surpassing even his hero Albert Einrect link between cause and effect. Then stein. •
black hole disappeared, too.
Hawking presented his ideas to some science cannot be trusted-physics
'Ihis article talmz in ptzrtfrom The Hawking Paradox,
of the world's leading physicists, but would become impotent.
shown on the &imce Channel andfeatured on a
Arguments effectively boiled down
only one particle physicist-Leonard
television tiocllmmtary called HORIZON.
Susskind, who would soon become one into two sides. Susskind's camp believed
Disnus this artide Ill amJ. ptrlqfbu,eda!
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Stereotypical Thanksgiving
... and still sitting at the kids' table
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by john keese
john.keese@student.utdallas.edu

ay you ~ee many g a
ivin
T~afl~g .
e}l\ay yoo
3IWays ride

. Days·

'Tis the time of Thanksgiving: the
on tt)e wings
. .: .
time of sweet potato pie, mashed potatoes and all those goodin fixins. You
may call this a stereotypical Thanksgivand plenty.
ing article, but read on because it's what
I had in my heart.
We have so many things in our college lives to complain about. Whether
you are a student, staff or faculty member, many things seem to go wrong in
your life. It's easy to get down about
stuff, but all you need is a change of
view to make things better. Don't believe me? Here are some examples ...
I'm balding. I'm 21 and I'm balding.
Yes, I know, laugh it up hairy head. I can
become disco-uraged, but no! Instead I
view it as a built in joke. If there is ever
an awkward moment, just bring up the
fact that I am balding and it makes everything ok. Consider this example:
My friend: "John, remember how
you told me it was cool to press those
buttons on the blue panic pedestals?
Well I got arrested and maced."
.. .long awkward silence ...
Me: "Urn, I'm balding."
. . .laughter begins ...
My friend: •It's ok, I like getting
maced."
See how everything gets better with
Although his parents can't afford a car, this little fellow is thankful for large turkeys that he
a different point of view? But seriously, can use as an alternate mode of transportation. Photo credit salemhistory.net
we can make our lives better by always
Look at the bright side. We have
balding. Sorry. But instead I look at the
looking for the good in a situation.
With my family at Thanksgiving, I bright side. The kids' table is more fun a staff committed to improving living
am one of the youngest cousins on my anyways. Plus, we get to the desserts conditions! We have ovens! We have
mother's side. While growing up, the quicker and we make fun of the "adults" roofs over our heads! We have food to
cook! We know how to use exclamation
three youngest cousins and I were placed and their real cups.
at the kids' table, usually with smaller
As a Peer Advisor in Waterview's points! 98% of the world's population
plates and tiny chairs. You would think Phase 8, I hear a lot about how Water- would give anything to be in our situas I finish college I would be promoted view "is failing its residents." The resi- ation.
to the "adult" table. But no!
dents across from me have their smoke
For the past four years I have had
detectors
go
off
whenever
they
cook.
the
pleasure of playing soccer for UTD.
I am 21 and still sitting at the kids
table. I could get mad and feel belittled Mine alerts me whenever I open my This year we had a great team, yet we
lost in the first round of playoffs on
with my sipper cup, but instead I'm oven.

of prosperity

penalty kicks. On penalty kicks! What
a way to go out.
We could be depressed, but look at
the sunny side of the egg. We have the
physical ability to run. We have the opportunity to play soccer. We have an
athletic staff that cares about us graduating and getting good grades. We have
faculty and students who are supportive
of us.
This is my first time writing anything for a newspaper. You may think
the Mercury and A Modest Proposal
hate each other. It may be true or
false,je ne sais pas. Consider the good
points, though. UTD is .privileged to
have two newspapers. We are privileged in this country to have free press
so that bouffants like me can write
something.
You may be thinking right now, "We
have idiots in Washington." Well, you
may be right because 31% of all Americans are idiots (and 87% of all statistics
are made up on the spot).
Regardless of how our Reps and
Sens do in DC, I remain thankful for
our system of government. For all the
faults we find in it, I wouldn't choose
any other system. We have freedom of
speech, freedom of press, freedom of
religion, freedom to watch "The Magic
Schoolbus." We have the right to vote,
which is more than many others around
the world can say. We are truly blessed.
I'm balding.
So as we sweat and worry about all
the things "going wrong" in our lives,
don't forget to stop and count your
blessings. That is cliche, but do literally count your blessings. You may be
amazed at how many things you, and I,
have taken for granted.
And if you are having trouble, feel
free to email me at johnboy8@gmail.
com. I will do my best to help you. If
you want someone to vent to or disagree
with, I'm here. May God bless you this
holiday season. •
John &ese al'UJfZYS aspires to allit~rat~ after an
altogether amazing ajiemrxm ofaUigator aUocution.
Discrus this tDtiJe at 11111t.yttWin• .eP!
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Remembering Gavin Hambly
Exceptional UTD Professor Passes On

"';·

by ben dower
kaiser.benjamin@gmail.com

It has been my observation that when
someone dies, the people that knew that
person have a tendency to exaggerate
their merits and downplay their flaws.
The negative impressions and anecdotes
about that individual often tend to slip
away to be replaced by fond memories
and stories. As a result, the deceased's
accomplishments can occasionally come
across as exaggerated and their virtues
embellished, creating a lovely but inaccurate assessment of their true character.
This is not one of those cases.
Professor Hambly was a truly amaz-

1hefollowing is taken, with permission, from the eulogy given by the
President ofthe UTD Honor Society
Albert D. Gonzalez at Dr. Hambly's
memorial service.
I met Gavin Hambly in the fall of
2003, as a student in his undergraduate
Ancient and Medieval India course. I
enrolled in the course in order primarily
to meet him, as I had in mind an independent study in Medieval Spanish history. I set out from the start ~o impress
him with my seriousness. For months
I was as engaged in the course as anyone could be. And outside of the course
I prepared myself to pop the question,
going over every conceivable objection
in my head. Around the middle of the
term -- after months of self-preparation
-- I resolved to ask the professor if he
might be interested in taking me on as
a student.
I caught him after class, stuttered
out an introduction, and began reciting the short academic biography I had
memorized for the occasion. Professor

ing Professor. I first met him my freshmen year when enrolled in his Historical
Inquiry class. When he passed out the
syllabus on the first day, I immediately
noticed that on the front
page in all capital letters
was written "NO FRESHMEN." Naturally I was
highly intimidated by this
and resolved to drop the
course immediately.
However, as I listened
to Dr. Hambly present an
outline of what we would
be covering, I realized that if I dropped
the class, I would be cheating myself of
some very interesting material and an
exceptionally knowledgeable and engaging instructor.
At the end of the class I approached
Professor Hambly and asked if I could
stay in his course. He explained his no

freshmen policy was simply a way to
ward off students that would be unable
to cope with the difficult nature of his
class. He told me that if I thought I
could handle it, of course
I was welcome to stay.
. Even now I am grateful
to Professor Hambly for
giving me the opportunity
to prove mysel£ When
Dr. Hambly taught history, it was as though he
were reciting a great Homeric epic. While some
students didn't like the sheer amount of
detail he would give in a single lecture
- often eight or more pages of typed
notes - I ate up every word.
Moreover the subjects Dr. Hambly .
enjoyed teaching weren't your typical,
run-of-the-mill history classes. Ranging from the history of the Ottoman

Empire to Medieval Europe, Hambly
specialized in a huge variety of subjects
and taught them with an enthusiasm
that was downright invigorating.
Professor Hambly was more than just
another history professor. When I say
he will be missed, it isn't just another
vague, touchy-feely abstraction. At
times like this, it is difficult to convey
the profound sense ofloss that his death
means to me personally and to this university as a whole.
I felt absence when I signed up for my
classes this November and will continue
to feel it throughout my undergraduate
education at UTD. He was truly an exceptional individual. •

Hambly's huge smile lasted from the
start of my performance to the last word.
His grin was so constant that at some
points I thought he may have actually
been holding back laughter. He was indeed restraining something, but it wasn't
laughter exactly. It was genuine enthusiasm.The professor was excited that I had
come to him with the request. And this
scholarly excitement found release in his
response, as he not only agreed to direct
the independent study, but encouraged
me to start preparing for it right away.
He went further even, inquiring as
to my interests and future goals. The
more we spoke, the livelier the conversation became. His encouragement leaped
from the content of the proposed course
to my prospects for graduate study. He
initiated for me the process of graduate
school planning in that very meeting.
The moment was pivotal for me. And
I wonder, frankly, if I would have pursued this dream had that conversation
never occurred. In that conversation as
in others that followed, his support and
guidance played a tremendous role in
shaping my future. The successes of my

career as a UTD history major are tied
in great part to the wisdom of Professor
Hambly's counsel.
Dr. Hambly was a joy to work with.
While I never had the opportunity to
work for him as a teaching assistant, he
was my advisor when I started the graduate program in history, and our meetings were frequent -- perhaps more so
than he would have liked. But he made
time for me. Although I usually came
armed with entirely too many questions,
his responses were always thoughtful
and thorough, and his advice equally so.
He thought everything through, even
if it meant a meeting would go beyond
the constraints of the appointment. On
more than one occasion I was forced to
weave through a queue of students waiting at his door after we were done. And
I'm certain that he gave every one of
those in line ample time and attention
also.
With Mark Robinson, UTD undergraduate turned University of Chicago
law student, Professor Hambly left a
lasting mark as well. He "profoundly
affected [Mark's] approach to [school-

work]." Dr. Hambly's courses, according to Mark, were "unlike anything [he]
had ever experienced." The intensity of
Hambly's courses rivals that of Mark's
law school courses. He asked "as much ..
. ofhis [UTD] undergraduates as ... law
professors ask" of their students at Chicago. That students returned to him semester after semester despite the rigor is
real testament to the professor's character. A character that Marina Ozernov,
Professor Hambly's teaching assistant
for three semesters, captures best in her
brief but heartfelt testimonial: Gavin
Hambly "was [the] ideal ... university
professor."
We consider him the ideal professor
because of the breadth and depth of his
knowledge, because of his passion for
the discipline, because of his skillful lecturing, and because of the high standard
he held for his students. But we loved
him for his kindness, for his thoughtfulness, and for his generosity. For those of
us who were lucky enough to work with
him directly, he was not only an ideal
professor -- he was an ideal human being. He will be sorely missed. •

Benjamin Dower took two classes with Professor
Hambly last year and wishes he could take more.
Discuss this article at amp.utdallas.ed11!
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On the path to improvement
Evaluating Waterview's track re~ord ~hus far
to them or a friend. One of the worst
I've heard is that a resident opened her
dishwasher to unload it only to find
roughly 20 roaches crawling around
on her dishes! Pest problems have been
awful, and often Waterview didn't seem
to care. They would send someone to spray
the apartment, you'd see fewer bugs for a
couple weeks, and then yoWl be back to.
square one- dozens of extra roommates
that never chipped in for rent.
This is, ofcourse, entirely unacceptable,
and the higher ups in the administration
agree. Because of this, a new pest control
solution referred to as IPM treatment has
begun to be implemented. It includes a
combined effort of bait stations, gel and
spray treatments, and varuuming areas of
the apartment with a HEPA Vacuum for
extreme cases. Supposedly, this will gready
reduce the population of pests in 30-90
days, which would be roughly 30-90 days
faster than the previous spray treatment
ever reduced the population of roaches in
my apartment. I have high hopes for this
new treatment and, if it works, the pest
problem should be gready reduced over
the next few months.
Another complaint many . have
regarding pest treatments is the hassle

by manfred mecoy
manlrcd.mecoy@student.utdallai.edu

Waterview may suck, but it could be
worse - in fact, it has been worse.
Waterview residents used to deal
on a daily basis with dismissive and
incompetent office workers, ludicrous
fines, horrific pest problems, run-down
apartments, and maintenance workers
that never came. Some residents still
have some of thc:se problems, but the vast
majority of us have seen an improvement
in Waterview services. And if you
haven't yet, hopefully you will soon, as
the Waterview office and the Office
of Housing Operations works daily to
improve the quality of living on campus.
Now, before going on, I want to
emphasize that this is not a congramlatory
piece about how great Waterview has
become. On the contrary, I think that
Waterview has a long way to go in the
areas of pest control, customer service,
maintenance, and upkeep, but they have
also come a long way. Think of this article
as more of an update on what has been
done and a critique of what still needs to
happen.
One of the first concerns that
was addressed after the Waterview
Commission produced its report was that
of maintenance. We went from almost
never seeing a maintenance worker to
almost always seeing one within 48
hours of filing a request. This has been
great for most, although there are still
some people that experience a variety of
problems in this area, from having people
barge in unannounced to never receiving
a part that was supposed to be ordered.
Obviously, work needs to continue in this
area, but now that the audit repairs have
been completed, much more attention
can be placed on customer service and
meeting residents' needs.
One of the biggest issues is, as always,
pest control. Almost all residents can tell
you some horror story that happenea
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of moving everything out of all of the
cabinets and drawers in the kitchen
and bathrooms. Of course I sympathize
- I hate doing it, too - but to make
any treatment work, everyone has to
participate. If even one apartment refuses
to be involved in treatment, pests will
have a safe haven and will continue to
infest the entire building. So I encourage
you to work with Waterview on this - it
will only get better when we help.
Another issue that gready concerns
me is that of miscommunication and
misleading on Waterview's part. The UTD
administration, including Dr. Daniel, was
under the impression that there had been
no raise in rents in 3-4 years, which any
resident can tell you is not true. What
is true is that there has been no raise in
the re~t ceiling in 3-4 years, meaning
that the most any resident must pay has
not been increased, but rent has steadily
risen towards .that ceiling every year for
those who renewed leases in Waterview
apartments.
This is completely unacceptable and I
call upon the new managers in Waterview
Park to ensure that this type of thing
never happens again. Our administrators
and students must be told the complete

Have a Waterview
issue you tan't sort otd?
One of th* fantastic people
oughu be able to fix_ it:

Waterview Park
(972) 454-5000

Jcnatbiut Denton
Oo&n~~
.JI)eutoAewtiwr~

Residential L~ eo~ators
PJW McElrath and R.andi Mogul
(214) s1S·9115
~n.cdu

Matthew Grief- Dhector
UTD ~Operations
(912) 183..6232
~tdallu.edu

truth about all aspects ofWaterview Park
to ensure that it is being run appropriately,
not just the "facts" that make Waterview
look good.
All in all, Waterview has begun to
move in the right direction. However,
there are still many problems that
students face every day. Hopefully, the
management can begin improving issues
such as pest control and customer service
on a large scale so that students will see
Waterview as a management company
working for us instead of as ~n evil
corporation looking to steal our money.
Waterview has begun walking down the
path to improvement - now, it's about
time we started running. •

Waterview roaches are bad but they could still be worse. Illustration by Ben Dower
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Manfred Mttoy heads up Crush, as weD as the
Stwimt Lift Committee in Stwimt Guuunmmt.
He mjoysfris/Jte,ftringptople up, and ewrything else.
Discuss this article at amfh•trfa"q•.eJHI
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'B~dt by popUlar ·demand, A Mode#
P1YJfosal brings you .its latest: caP"' .
.·' tiori con~l'!st! ,Any s~~ent9r Wty
. member can enter, and the winners .
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Io. ~tel: . rour ~~ssiop, simply...
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. Write a caption you think fits the
picture: 'lheitetrtail it to · ··· ·
··
amodest}iroposal@gm!lil·com along .
. with yo\lr Qame and UTD email
' address (forverifkation purposes.) ..

·.· "Th.~; deadline for submissions

wjll

be January 15th, and· mu!tiple sub~' '
m.is&jom are a~""tp~l~H!/.~ ~ :J':!: · r
..

5o give it a think or two, and give tiS
·those :deas~

Scrabble
Score
E
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[HJ~~[SJ[EJ
USS Stallion

Double
Word

Score

Triple
Letcer
Score

November's Caption Contest Winners!
#1: "The USS Lady Luck always gets the hottest mermaids while we
get stuck with these damn mermen!" ·
- christopher krailo
#2: "Hey, that's not the new natural sciences building?!"
-chris mace
#3: "You see, this is exactly what happens when you legalize gay
marriage!"
-ben dower
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Simple things for simple minds (like ours!)
ACROSS
1 French Christmas
5 Fairy, e.g.
8 Birdlike sound?
11 Semi
12 Thoroughly defeat
13 Qyantum _ __
15 Hunter's Prey?
16 The
Man and the Sea
17 Father _ __
18 Eve~y one
19 Obtain
21 Reptile skin
23 Former Indian citizen (abbr.)
24 Rent
26 Mineral
27 Tale
29 Wheels
31 Actress Doris
34 Anger
36 Eng. and Fra. continent
37 One fib
38 Rejected
41 Relatives ofTumnus
43 Help a criminal
44 Turns people to the Dark
Side?
4 7 This is company
48 Mavericks' league
49 Yield
51 Portents
55 _back
57 Weak
59 Southern "no"

60 Blond:
-haired
63 Devon Townsend band (abbr.)
64 US org boldly going where no
man has gone before
65 European WWII chemical
warfare site
66 _ _-Wan
68 Maverick's rival
70
the Woods
71 Dot-dot-dot, d~sh-dash-dash, ·
dot-dot-dot
72 Disney redhead
73 Activity center arena
7 4 Tree warden
75 Wooded valley

'
DOWN
1 Papal ambassador
2 Promise
3 Compass dir.
4 Vassal's superior
5 Pedal flirting?
6 Piercing tool
7 Stops
8 Temple centerpiece
9 Covertly
10 Juliet doesn't know what's in
one
11 Two pints
14 IEEE elec. power grp.
15 Roosters' mates
20 Consume
22 Sine relative (abbr.)
24 Harp

25 Middle-Earth deity
28 Violent protest
30 First
'32 Broadcast
33 Affirmative
35 Border •
3 7 Molecule part
38 It's down by the river
39 Recede
'
·
l
40 Mad Hatter event
42 Deserter status (abbr.)
45 Bug spray
46 Keep on

-·

s
u

3. 8
I

D

5

0
K

u

7

5
8

4
7
7

9

4

I

8
I

3

I
8

7

2

4

8
7

4
6
8

3
6

by paul ingram

7

2
4

and micheal donaldson

49
50
52
53

Color
Pianist _ _ C~arles
Lacquer
62-down cavity
54 Grown ugly duckling
56 Truth
58 Homer story
60 Hoover creation
61 Singer K. D. _ _
62 Temoc lacks this
64
Simon
6 7 French good
69 UK affirm. action grp.
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, ·.How The Professor Stole
·- · Winter Break!
by One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish Blue Fish
Special Contributors Served Best in a Dish
Every Comet roaming across camps,
Liked Winter Break a lot ...
But the Professor, who lived in a basement on campus,
Did NOT!
The Professor hated Winter Break! The whole winter season!
Now, please don't ask why. No one quite knows the reason.
It could be that his cramped office is a mess.
It coUid, be perhaps, that his doctoral gown is a dress.
But I think that the most likely reason of all
May have been that his heart was two sizes too small.
But whatever the reason, whichever is best,
He st~od there on finals week, and gave them a test.
Glaring from his desk with an evil smirk
At the face down exams, in which trick questions did lurk.
For he knew every Comet that was sitting before him
Was hurriedly giving the textbook one last minute skim . .
"Soon they'll be planning their holiday!" he snarled with a sneer.
"Tomorrow is Winter Break! It's practically here!"
Then he clinched his gnarled fingers into a fist,
"I have to make sure that their plans are missed!"
For tomorrow, he knew ...
... All the Comet babes and guys
Would sleep in late and get up as the sun dies!
And then! Oh, the noise! Oh, the noise! Noise! Noise! Noise!
Their incessant partying creates such NOISE! NOISE! NOISE! NOISE!
And the more the Professor thought of the Comet-Winter-Break,
'The more the professor thought, ''This ftm is a habit that they need to shake!
"Why for fifty-three years since this nonsense began!
I MUST stop Winter Break from happening, but I need a plan ... "
Then he got an idea! An awful idea!
THE PROFESSOR GOT A WONDERFUL AWFUL IDEA! "I know just the thing!_" The Professor said to himself,
And he went to the office and pulled books off the shelf.
He opened the tomes and scribbled down some notes.
Until his notebook was filled with famous quotes.

From Shakespeare to Churchill, Franklin to Twain,
And any famous figures that popped into his brain.
"I'll give them each three quotes, which they'll have to relate,
And their paper will be due on a very special date!
The first of the year! Before the new semester!
They can't party! In their rooms they'll have to sequester!"
He decided a page length. "It must be forty-three
Pages single-spaced!" He cackled with glee.
He went to the classroom in time for the exam
And told the Comets "There's no more time to cram!
You'll take this test and when you turn it in
Three quotations you'll each get, to your chagrin,
You'll compare them all and a paper you'll write!
To finish this task, you'll have to work every night!"
He wanted them to yell and pull at their hair,
But to the Professor's dismay, the Comets didn't care.
"We can do that" one said, a young sophomore.
"Your papers are interesting; I'd love to do more!"
The Comets weren't sad, they sounded merry!
It couldn't be so! But it WAS merry! VERY!
Every Comet on campus, the tall and the small,
Seemed content with having no parties at all!
"But how could this be?" He asked each and every one.
"You're in college, remember? Parties are fun!"
"But. Professor" said a Comet, who was late to arrive,
"We've never had a party, this class is CV!"
This puzzled the Professor 'till his puzzler was sore.
Then the Professor thought of something he hadn't before!
"These kids," He thought, with a twinkle in his eye,
"These kids need help that only I can provide!"
~what happened then ... ?
Well ... on campus they say·
That the Professor's heart
Grew three sizes that day!
He tore up his notes and threw them away,
And then yelled out, "NO TEST TODAY!"
The Comets ran out of the room, full of delight.
"This calls for a party!" they said. "Just like last night!" •
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